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Dear Committee Members
I would like to make a brief submission to the Environmental Infrastructure Inquiry, as written below.
I am making this submission to highlight major gaps in the provision for green infrastructure and endangered grassland habitats in
Melbourne's west, and to propose a 5 year plan to implement the Western Grassland Reserves and Conservation Areas under the
Melbourne Strategic Assessment. I would welcome the opportunity to further discuss my concerns and proposals to the
Committee.
yours sincerely
Andrew Booth

SUBMISSION TO PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY INTO ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOR GROWING POPULATIONS
ANDREW BOOTH, BRUNSWICK, VIC.
Introduction and background
I have a strong interest in the conservation of endangered grasslands and connecting waterway habitats around the western edge
of Melbourne. This is important not only for biodiversity, but also to provide natural open space, flood protection and liveability, and
to connect new urban communities to nature. Native grasslands and connecting waterways form the critical green infrastructure for
Melbourne's west.
To contribute to this issue, over the last 10 years I have assisted community environment groups provide input into precinct
planning in the western growth corridor, and the Melbourne Strategic Assessment process. I have presented to a number of
planning panels, and participated in the MSA Environmental Stakeholders Group. I am a member of the newly formed Grassy
Plains Network and work in collaboration with a number of other groups.
The impact of the Melbourne Strategic Assessment process to date, in planning for green infrastructure
Environmental and open space planning for the western growth corridor has relied heavily on the Melbourne Strategic Assessment
process - except for small recreational and sports reserves planned at the precinct level. This process has been narrowly focused
on protecting Commonwealth listed vegetation communities and species, with little consideration of multiple open space roles, and
state and regionally significant environmental values. As a result many diverse grassland sites and some important linking
waterway corridors have been overlooked. To its credit, the MSA process did plan for substantial open space along two main
waterways, together with several high quality urban grassland reserves, and a large Western Grassland Reserves just outside the
urban growth boundary. Unfortunately to date, 10 years after the start of the process, very little of these reserves has been
delivered.
Major gaps in green infrastructure in the west, due to the MSA process
A key example is the Skeleton and Dry Creek waterways, which should have been retained as wide natural open space corridors
for a huge swathe of suburbs extending northwards through Tarneit and Truganina (see attached powerpoint
presentation). Without them these suburbs will have very little access to natural open space - or open space of any kind - and will
be hemmed in by future freeways to the north and northwest.
The environmental values of both waterways have long been recognised through previous State Government Biosites, Wyndham
Council documents, and more recent Biodiversity Assessment reports commissioned for precinct planning. Skeleton Creek in
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particular connected a chain of diverse rocky grassland habitats along its gentle slopes, with aquatic habitat in the creekline, and
native fauna such as Cunningham's Skink, waterbirds and potentially Striped Legless Lizard and Growling Grass
Frog. Development set-backs from the watercourse of about 100m would have captured most of these habitats in a viable
corridor, giving a sense of the open volcanic plains landscape, with little impact on developable land. Instead the precinct planning
process was pressured by development interests to reduce setbacks to about 50m (avg), resulting in the loss of over half of the
adjacent habitats, and a sense of the natural landscape. Subsequently, even within this reduced corridor, species-rich grassland
identified for retention has now been destroyed by stormwater treatment works. My powerpoint presentation to the 2014 planning
panel for Truganina Precinct (attached), highlights the environmental values of Skeleton Ck corridor, and the impact of 50m
setbacks on these.
State Government urgently needs to work with Wyndham Council to salvage what natural habitats remain in Skeleton and Dry
Creek corridors.
More broadly there is a network of diverse, high quality grassland sites on existing urban zoned land, often connected to waterway
corridors or rail-lines, in both the growth corridor and existing suburbs. Collectively these sites capture much of the grassland and
species diversity in Melbourne's west, and add substantially to natural open space.
State Government should develop a partnership with local councils to protect these sites through up-coming precinct plans,
development approvals and targeted acquistion. Brimbank Council provides a good example of local measures for grassland
conservation, however given the development pressures it is difficult for local government to be successful on their own.
Stalled delivery of Melbourne Strategic Assessment reserves, and a five year plan to fix this situation
The recent Auditor General's Report, "Protecting Critically Endangered Grasslands", and recent articles in The Age, explains how
only 10% of the Western Grassland Reserves have been acquired to date, breaching the 2020 agreed timeline. Most of growth
corridor grassland Conservation Areas are still in limbo in private ownership without interim management, and at risk of weed
invasion and other degrading impacts.
A big part of the problem is inadequate funding from environmental levies collected from developers. Whilst State Government has
passed new legislation last year to increase these, they are still tied to the rate of development which is likely to reduce with the
COVID downturn. State Government (DELWP) has also planned some sensible improvements to the MSA program In response to
the Auditor General's report, however these are inadequate by themselves to address the scale of the problem.The biodiversity
and green infrastructure benefits of these reserves will not be realised unless State Government moves beyond the current
incremental process for establishing them.
I believe State Government needs to commit to a short-term plan (e.g. 5 years) to establish a high conservation value core of the
Western Grassland Reserves, and to ensure that the growth corridor Conservation Areas are in public ownership and
managed. Whilst substantial public funding is needed, there could be substantial return on this investment in these COVID times,
from meaningful job and green infrastructure creation.
The following measures are proposed as part of a five year plan:
1/ Reinstatement of promised up-front Government funding for the Melbourne Strategic Assessment (at least $20 million/annum
indexed to present
2/ prioritised acquisition and interim management of the highest quality sections of the Western Grassland Reserves, and
contiguous blocks of relatively intact grassland habitat
3/ Targeted vegetation quality and weed surveys across the Western Grassland Reserves over the coming year (2020/21),
overseen by independent scientists (to inform measure 2, additional to surveys currently proposed by DELWP)
4/ Expedite public land transfer agreements and / or public acquisition of all grassland Conservation Areas, and high quality
sections of the Growling Grass Frog Cons. Areas, and resource effective interim management whilst still in private ownership
5/ Adequate resourcing of on-going management of grassland reserves, with site responsive management practices which engage
the local community, and investigate establishing a dedicated Grassy Plains Management Authority
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